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Keen to paint. but your drawing skills let you down? This book provides pull-out tracings for five

beautiful floral paintings, along with full step-by-step instructions for how to bring them to life with

watercolour paint.
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Criticism

"As a basic introduction to flower painting, even without the printed outlines, this can't be

faulted."Ã‚Â  &#151;Artbookreview.net"This book takes away that 'blank page' fear, as all the

drawing has already been done for you."Ã‚Â  &#151;Cake Craft & Decoration"Wendy Tait offers her

readers practical advice,Ã‚Â from arranging and simplifying floral subject matter to capturing its

essence in watercolour."Ã‚Â  &#151;The Leisure Painter

Wendy Tait is an artist, greeting-card designer, and watercolor painting instructor. She is the author

of "Flowers in Watercolour "and "Wild Flowers in Watercolour. "

Beautiful pictures suitable for coloring with pencils or washing with watercolors. Pretty enough to

fram when done.

This is good for a non drawer to learn flowers.



Very detailed instructions with beautiful templates.

I have just started watercolour lessons and painting flowers has been the one subject I would like to

master. This book has it all; step by step instructions to show you not only how to paint a flower but

all the details that it entails to get "the" look. There are easy to trace designs so if you can't draw, it

doesn't matter, it's all been done for you. The book is inexpensive and I am very pleased with it; I

shall definitely buy more of the same.

A beautiful illustrated book of suggestions for painting flowers. Has transparent inserts for you to

use if you want to recreate her pictures. I would recommend it for one of your flower painting guides.

wonderful way to help a novice (like me) enjoy their painting

I enjoyed this book very much. As someone new to watercolor, I wasn't quite sure where to begin,

however, this book walked me through the entire process. My first project turned out lovely. I highly

recommend this book.

Great instruction for beginning painters or those struggling with flowers.
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